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3 ETFs, 5 income stocks outside the Top 50 and 3 stocks
under a $1 

I’m sure you know that I don’t punt on companies. In my article today, I want to go back to my often
talked about strategy of using ETFs when you’re looking at a buying opportunity. The 3 ETFs in
question target 3 areas worth taking a “punt” on for good, historical reasons. And one of them is as
good as gold. 

As interest rates crunch to records lows, the demand for “defensive income stocks” has taken some
of the better-known stocks to crazy prices. In his article today, Paul Rickard looks at 5 stocks outside
the top 50 stocks for some ideas.
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3 exciting ETFs to think hard about!
by Peter Switzer

 
Anyone who has watched or read me for years knows
I don’t punt on companies. I do take the advice of
respected stock analysts. Sometimes, for example,
with my BHP call in the $14 region, I’ll take a
three-year speculation on a quality company that has
been over-beaten-up by an irrational, too punishing
market.

You have to remember a lot of momentum on stocks
is driven by short-term haters and lovers of
companies, which creates an opportunity. It’s why I
think Link (LNK) looks like a decent longer-term play.
But that’s for another day.

Today I want to go back to my often talked about
strategy of using ETFs when you’re looking at a
buying opportunity. The three in question target three
areas worth taking a punt on for good historical
reasons.

The first is an ETF that captures a stocks’ sector —
small caps — that’s likely to benefit from a post-trade
war truce. Cyclical stocks and more risky companies
should be beneficiaries of that time when rotation out
of dividend-paying and big cap, bond-proxy stocks
begins. Instead of picking individual stocks, an
exchange traded fund that picks up 200 small cap
companies could be the ticket. The chart below
shows the iShares ISO exchange trades fund over
five years. The high was hit before the mid-2018 sell
off at around $5.35 and it’s currently at $4.96. So if
the trade war truce brings expected optimism, taking
out $5.35 would bring a 7.8% gain on top of a
dividend yield of 2.39%.

Source: au.finance.yahoo.com

And by the way, I’d expect a bigger rebound in ISO
that would take it beyond $5.35.

The next ETF is Trump-related and it’s IZZ that taps
into the big cap Chinese stocks. I talked about this on
TV before they closed the Your Money channel
earlier in the year. It has lifted but with delays in the
China trade talks it has gone off the boil, as the chart
above shows.

The high in 2018 was $65.55. It went as low as
$56.30 by mid-2018 and got to $61.89 in June, when
a trade deal was looking more likely. It has since
fallen away to $60.40. A return to the old high would
net 8.5%. But once again, I’d expect a big bounce
back, when Donald and Xi Jinping shake hands over
a dumpling or two!
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Here are the top holdings on IZZ:

Here’s IZZ’s performance in a nutshell:

My final exciting ETF (and I can’t believe I’m saying
this) is GOLD! I’ve never invested in gold but if I did,
I’d do it through the ETF Securities’ Physical Gold
product, with the great ticker code (GOLD).

It’s designed to offer investors a simple, cost-efficient
and secure way to access gold by providing a return
equivalent to the movements in the gold spot price
less the applicable management fee.

The website tells us that “GOLD is backed by
physical allocated gold held by HSBC Bank plc (the
custodian). Only metal that conforms with the London
Bullion Market Association’s (LBMA) rules for Good
Delivery can be accepted by the custodian. Each

physical bar is segregated, individually identified and
allocated.”

“GOLD is an Exchange Traded Commodity (“ETC”)
that can be created and redeemed on demand (by
market makers). It trades on the ASX just like an
equity, it’s settled and held in ordinary brokerage
accounts and its pricing and tracking operates
similarly to an Exchange Traded Fund. No new
securities can be issued until the bullion is delivered
to the Custodian’s vault. There is no credit risk within
this product.”

But after decades of dodging gold as an investment
alternative, why am I thinking about going for gold?

Well, one of the world’s best investors with a very
good algorithm is Bridgewater Associate’s Ray Dalio,
who is now talking up gold. And he’s joined Goldman
Sachs, Citigroup and Morgan Stanley, which have all
gone for gold recently.

Right now, a number of developments are helping
gold bugs get their overdue rewards. Why? Try these:

Central banks are also getting in on the act
buying bullion.
The prospect of slowing economies.
Central banks lowering interest rates.
Rising global tensions.

“Gold, which benefits from low rates because it
doesn’t pay interest, has since late May generated
the best returns in the Bloomberg Commodity Index,”
Bloomberg.com revealed on Friday. And as I always
say, the trend is your friend until it bends and bending
time is a fair way off on my reckoning.

Adding weight to the gold case is Market Timing
Australia (www.markettimingaustralia.com.au), which
maintains a “buy gold” strategy for its world rotation
strategy.

“According to Dalio… stimulus from central banks
that’s helped bolster asset prices is nearing its limit
and having diminishing effects on economies. Such
stimulus will lead to more negative real and nominal
returns, spurring investors to seek alternative forms of
money such as gold or other stores of wealth,”
Bloomberg reported.
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But wait there’s more from Bloomberg: Dalio “sees a
coming ‘paradigm shift’ in the next few years as an
enormous amount of debt and non-debt liabilities
such as pension and health care comes due and
can’t be funded with assets. That will lead to “some
combination of large deficits that are monetized,
currency depreciations, and large tax increases.

“Assets ‘that will most likely do best will be those
that do well when the value of money is being
depreciated and domestic and international conflicts
are significant, such as gold,’ Dalio said.”

I think this is a fair explanation of what will also kill the
bull market in a couple of years’ time. It’s why I want
to encourage many of you to go defensive and try to
build up your income streams.

Getting into gold now for a big pay off in a year or two
looks like an OK play for a long-term investor.

My first two ETFs should benefit from a trade war
truce over the next year but the gold one is a future
investment that might take time to deliver. But as all
markets crash and recessions are inevitable, it should
not only be rewarding, it should provide some
insurance.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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5 income stocks outside the top 50
by Paul Rickard

 
As interest rates crunch to records lows, the demand
for “defensive income stocks” has taken some of the
better known stocks to crazy prices. I thought the
ASX (yes, that’s the listed company that runs the
stock exchange) was a sell at $58 – it is now trading
around $87, on a prospective yield of just 2.7% and
26.5% overvalued according to broker forecasts.
Transurban, Sydney Airport, Coles, APA, Medibank
and many of the property trusts are in the same
situation.

So let’s look outside the top 50 stocks for some
ideas. My idea of an “income stock” is that there
needs to be a high degree of confidence that
earnings (and the dividend) is sustainable; with a
good track record; and importantly, relatively low
capital risk. That is, if the market falls and/or the stock
underwhelms, it will react less violently than the
market. Obviously, a high dividend yield and franking
are important but you can’t always have everything,
particularly if you are putting any emphasis on capital
stability.

Here are five stocks outside the top 50 to consider. I
have thrown in a beaten up cyclical, a consumer
discretionary and an energy stock, which certainly
have some risk, so I have listed them in ascending
order according to my assessment of “least risky” to
“most risky”.

1. Viva Energy REIT (ASX:VVR)

Current price: $2.61; Broker target price: $2.51;
Forecast yield 5.6% (unfranked)

Viva Energy REIT is Australia’s largest listed REIT
(real estate investment trust) owning solely service
station properties. Established in August 2016 as the
owner of an initial portfolio of 425 service station
sites, the property portfolio has subsequently

increased to 454 sites. Largely ‘Shell’ branded, 75%
of the properties are located in metropolitan areas,
with 81% of the portfolio on the eastern seaboard.

The portfolio has a WALE (weighted average lease
expiry) of 12.6 years (with virtually no expiries until
2026), 100% occupancy and 3% fixed rental
increases. Like most property trusts, it is geared
(currently around 32.3%). The management expense
ratio is estimated to be 0.20% pa. In February, the
REIT raised $100m through an  institutional
placement at $2.32 per security to finance 8
acquisitions and provide headroom for future growth.

It has guided to distribution growth in the range of
3.0% to 3.75% for FY19 (calendar year ending 31
December 19), which would see total distributions of
14.5c (a yield of 5.6%, unfranked).

While gearing is light and it is not overly exposed to
interest rates, as a “bond proxy” type of stock, if
interest rates rise, the unit price would likely fall. A
rise in interest rates could also impact the
capitalisation rates used to value the properties. The
last reported net tangible asset value (NTA) is $2.20
per security.

2. Bapcor (ASX:BAP)

Current price: $6.22; Broker target price: $6.86;
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Dividend yield: 2.8% (fully franked), rising to 3.1% for
FY20

Bapcor is Australia’s leading provider of aftermarket
parts, accessories, equipment and services to the
auto market. Through 940 locations across Australia
and New Zealand, it operates in three business
segments – trade, specialist wholesale and retail &
service. While the retail arm is best known (with
stores such as Autobarn), Bapcor generates 51% of
its  revenue and 53% of EBITDA by servicing the
motor vehicle trade. Wholesale is next, with retail just
19% of EBITDA.

Bapcor boasts an impressive set of number as the
following chart makes clear: NPAT and revenue
growing at a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) in
the high 30’s, earnings and dividends around 20%.

Bapcor – Revenue, NPAT, EPS and Dividends
-2015 to 2019

Detractors argue that Bapcor, which is singularly
focussed on the auto market, is running into two
headwinds – a fall in new car sales, and in the
medium term, the rise of electric vehicles (which
require fewer parts and servicing). Bapcor argues that
the overall car fleet is still growing (it rose by 2% in
2018), 60% of new vehicle sales are in the SUV and
utility categories, and in regard to electric vehicles, it

says that if electric vehicle sales reach 50% of new
car sales by 2030 (in 2018 just 0.5%), only 7% of the
whole fleet will be electric.

Bapcor has guided for full year NPAT to be around
9% higher than FY18 at circa $94.3m. Each of the
major brokers has a ‘buy’ recommendation on the
stack, with target prices ranging from a low of $6.31
to a high of $7.60. A final dividend of 10c would see
the stock trading on a yield of 2.8%. Brokers see this
rising to 3.2% in FY20.

3. The Star Entertainment Group (ASX:SGR)

Current price: $4.07; Target price: $4.82; Dividend
yield 5.2% (fully franked) for FY19, 5.1% for FY20

This stock won’t suit some investors due to concerns
about its casino businesses. The Star Entertainment
Group is, of course, the operator of The Star Casino
in Sydney, The Star Gold Coast and Treasury
Brisbane. It is currently undertaking the Queen’s
Wharf development project in Brisbane.

In June, the Star posted a trading update that warned
of slowing domestic revenue growth. It said that full
year normalised EBITDA would come in around
$550m to $560m compared to $568m for FY18.
However, the second half would be around $260m, a
fall of  about 7% on the same period. Star pointed to
“more challenging macro-economic conditions across
our markets”, lower hold rates on table games and
the impact of disruption from capital works at The
Star in Sydney. They also said they were accelerating
cost saving initiatives.

The brokers thought that the trading update was
“soft” and cut earnings forecasts. However, they still
see the stock as undervalued with a consensus target
price of $4.82 (range $4.04 to $5.60). In FY18, Star
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paid dividends amount to 20.5c, with brokers
expecting Star to pay about the same (21.0c) in total
for FY19 and again for FY20. This puts Star on yield
of 5.2% (fully franked).

 4. Viva Energy Group Limited (ASX:VEA)

Current price: $2.24; Broker target price: $2.49;
Forecast yield 3.3% for FY19, rising to 4.2% for FY20

I didn’t get that excited about this stock when it hit
the market as an IPO last July. Investors paid $2.50
for the shares and watched them trade as low as
$1.80 in November when Viva missed its prospectus
forecast.

Viva Energy was originally the downstream business
of Shell Australia, before being spun out to an energy
trading consortium and floated in 2018. It operates
across two main business segments. The Retail,
Fuels and Marketing segment consists of retail and
commercial operations. In retail, Viva Energy supplies
and markets fuel products through a national network
of 1,165 retail service stations and sites (Coles
Express, Shell & Liberty). In commercial, Viva Energy
is a supplier of fuel, lubricants and specialty products
to commercial customers and has a 37% market
share in aviation fuels and 48% market share of
marine fuels.

The second business segment is refining where Viva
operates the Geelong refinery. The refinery supplies
about 11% of Australia’s total fuel demand or
approximately 50% of Victoria’s total demand.

It is in refining where most of the issues have been
due to a material fall in the refining margin. For the
1H19, the underlying EBITDA from refining is
expected to be broadly break-even. Retail and
commercial has also been impacted, and while
volumes are up by around 2% and in-line with the
prospectus forecast, the retail margin has been
squeezed due to the rising cost of oil.

Viva has guided to 1H19 (half year ending 30 June
19) underlying EBITDA of $150m to $180m (this
compares to a prospectus forecast of around $340m).

But the brokers see upside with Viva, noting that
refining offers potential for significant upside in the
medium term, and that Viva is winning market share
in retail and commercial. Viva has a strong balance
sheet and favourable valuation. Targets range from a
high of $3.10 for Macquarie down to a low of $2.07
from Morgans.

For FY19 (calendar 2019), the brokers expect Viva to
pay fully franked dividends of about 7.5c per share
(3.3%), before rising to 9.5c per share for FY20 (yield
of 4.2%).

5. Adelaide Brighton Limited (ASX: ABC)

Current Price: $4.35; Broker Target Price: $3.88;
Forecast Yield 5.1% (fully franked) for FY19 and
FY20

Construction materials and lime producer Adelaide
Brighton has had a tough last 12 months, falling from
a high of $6.80 in August to a low around $3.50 in
May following a profit downgrade.

Adelaide Brighton manufactures and supplies
products to the building, construction, infrastructure
and mineral processing markets. This includes the
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production, importation and distribution of clinker,
cement, industrial lime, premixed concrete,
aggregates and concrete products.

32% of ABC’s revenue comes from the engineering
and infrastructure construction segment, 32% from
residential construction, 22% from non-residential
construction and 14% from the mining industry (lime
is used by gold producers and others).

In May, ABC said that it expected underlying net profit
for FY19 (calendar 2019) to be 10% to 15% lower
than FY18’s profit of $190.1m. It blamed “softening
demand for construction materials in the residential
market, increased competition from cement imports,
increased competitive pressures in Queensland and
higher costs for key raw materials”.

The brokers were quick to downgrade ABC, but have
since noted that the outlook for residential
construction has improved following the Coalition’s
surprise election win, two rate cuts by the RBA and
APRA’s easing of lending restrictions. That said, they
are still nervous, with the consensus target price of
$3.88 some 10.8% below the last price. Of the six
major brokers who cover the stock, there is 1 buy
recommendation, 2 neutral recommendations and 3
sell recommendations.

The current consensus forecast is a full year dividend
of 22c (fully franked) for FY19 and FY20, which puts
the stock on a yield of 5.1%. Some brokers have the
dividend at 19c, and with a new CEO (Nick Miller
started in February) and a new CFO on board, there
is a bit more risk on this stock at the moment.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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3 stocks under $1
by James Dunn

 
A three-digit share price – 100 cents – is an arbitrary
marker on the stock market, because it does not tell
you much on its own. But when you can find
situations where there is forecast earnings, a strong
dividend yield also with growth prospects, and
analysts projecting share price growth, companies
still with a share price of less than $1 can be
considered likely to attain (or re-attain) that level.
Here are 3 candidates.

1. Healthia (HLA, 90 cents)
Market capitalisation: $57 million
Estimated FY20 dividend yield: 5%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus price target $1.35 (Thomson
Reuters)

In the same vein as dental aggregators 1300 Smiles
(ONT), Pacific Smiles (PSQ) and Smiles Inclusive
(SIL), and veterinary groups Greencross (taken over
in February) and National Veterinary Care (NVL),
Healthia was listed in September 2018 to capitalise
on the increasing demand for allied health services in
Australia, by aggregating a fragmented industry
characterised by lots of small practices.

Healthia operates two established allied health
businesses in My FootDr podiatry and All Sports
Physiotherapy and Sports Medicine. Flagship
operation My FootDr is Australia’s largest podiatry
group, with 75 clinics, providing a range of podiatry
services including biomechanical assessment, laser
fungal nail treatment, diabetic screening, sports injury
management and general foot care. The company’s
physiotherapy division operates 26 clinics, mostly
under its Allsports Physiotherapy and Sports
Medicine brand, and the company also operates
seven Extend Rehabilitation hand and arm therapy
clinics and iOrthotics, a Mackay-based maker of
custom-made and 3D-printed orthotic devices for
podiatrists.

Healthia listed at $1 a share in September 2018, and
after an initial burst of enthusiasm pushed the shares
as high as $1.29, HLA has fallen below its issue
price. The share market is wary of the short-term
effect of the aggregation strategy – which is driven by
acquisitions – on the earnings, and also the equity
issues required to retain the clinicians in the acquired
businesses, in what is effectively a franchised model.
The acquisition pipeline drives most of the earnings
increase in the early years and it takes a couple of
years for true organic earnings growth to be
identified. But the flipside of the strategy is that
significant economies of scale start to flow from a
bigger, consolidated entity.

Healthia chairman Glen Richards was behind the
highly successful Greencross aggregation strategy,
while Greencross co-founder Wes Coote is Healthia
MD/CEO.

On broker Canaccord Genuity’s numbers, earnings
per share (EPS) will come in at 7.9 cents for FY19,
rising to 9.7 cents in FY20 and 12.1 cents in FY21,
with the fully franked dividend growing from 2 cents in
FY19 to 4.5 cents in FY20 and 5.5 cents in FY21. At
the current share price of 90 cents, that prices
Healthia on a prospective fully franked FY20 yield of
5%. 

2. MACA (MLD, 94 cents)
Market capitalisation: $252 million
Estimated FY20 dividend yield: 5.3%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus price target $1.28 (Thomson
Reuters) 

Mining support services, construction and
infrastructure contractor MACA has been a poor
performer over the last two years, surrendering a
share price high of $2.25 in November 2017 to slide
below $1 as earnings slumped in FY18 (–26%) and
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the December half of FY19 (–34%), as bad weather
and skilled labour shortages affected its Western
Australian projects. The market was also
unimpressed with MACA’s troubled open-pit gold
mining contract with Australian company Beadell
Resources at Tucano in Brazil, where MACA pulled
out of the five-year partnership 18 months early.

But throughout this period of weaker margins and
profits, MACA’s revenue growth has been consistent.
Analysts’ consensus expects a 17% EPS fall to show
in the full-year FY19 result – before a 25% rebound in
FY20.

Despite the Beadell setback, MACA is committed to
diversifying itself by industry, commodity and
geographically. Currently it operates in Australia
(mainly Western Australia and Queensland) as well
as Brazil and Cambodia. Australian mining work
generates the bulk (62%) of revenue, but civil
construction is increasingly important, at 21%. By
commodity, gold generates most revenue, at 62%.

MACA works very closely with clients, and is
prepared to back them financially: it is doing this with
Blackham Resources(BLK), where it will provide
financial backing for Blackham’s stage-one
expansion of the Wiluna gold mine in Western
Australia, which will boost Wiluna to a yearly
production of 120,000 ounces and extend the mine
life. (The mooted stage-two expansion could push
production as high as 250,000 ounces a year.) MACA
sees its funding support as a win-win because it helps
its client achieve a longer operating period, by
unlocking significant gold sulphide reserves at
Wiluna. MACA in return is taking a shareholding in
BLK of more than 19%.

At the half-year result in February, MACA lifted its
FY19 revenue guidance to $640 million from an
earlier (FY18 result) estimate of $620 million –
full-year FY18 revenue came in at $563 million – and
boosted its order book from $1.3 billion to $2.2 billion.
Its major clients include BHP, Regis Resources, Bluff
Coal, Pilbara Minerals, Ramelius Resources, Emerald
Resources (Cambodia) and Oz Minerals (Brazil).

Solid revenue growth and continued winning of new
work augur well for investors buying MACA at current
levels, backed by an attractive 5.3% fully franked

dividend yield expected for FY20, or 7.6% on a
grossed-up basis.

3. CTI Logistics (CLX, 78 cents)
Market capitalisation: $59 million
Estimated FY20 dividend yield: 5.4%, fully franked
Analysts’ consensus price target $1.22 (Thomson
Reuters)

Western Australia-based CTI Logistics has been a
major player in the road freight, courier, parcel
distribution and taxi truck operations in its home state
for many years, but in 2015 the company began an
expansion to the east coast market, firstly buying
GMK Logistics and then rail carrier Jayde Transport
in 2017. With warehouses in Brisbane, Newcastle,
Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth, GMK in
particular has given CTI the national footprint from
which to grow its transport and logistics businesses.
CTI is still heavily influenced by the health of the WA
market – and thus, the resources sector – but
national diversification has helped to lessen this WA
reliance to about half of total revenue. Jayde, for
example, generates three-quarters of its revenue
outside WA.

In FY18, CTI lifted revenue by 18.4%, which enabled
net profit to grow by 18% and earnings per share
(EPS) to grow by 35% (excluding property-related
adjustments). Then, in the December 2018 half-year,
revenue grew by 27%, to $111.8 million, while net
profit was up 7% to $3.3 million. Property holdings
valued at $86.1 million underpin the share price.
Analysts’ consensus expects 20%-plus EPS growth
in FY19 and FY20, but CTX still trades on a
prospective FY20 price/earnings (P/E) ratio of less
than 10 times earnings – backed by an expected fully
franked dividend yield of 5.4%, or 7.7% on a
grossed-up basis.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
Stockbroking analysts haven’t been loafing around
these past few weeks, updating forecasting models
as the August reporting season approaches, but the
news has remained negatively biased as downgrades
continue outnumbering upgrades, and with earnings
forecasts, on balance, continuing to slide further
downwards.

For the week ending Friday 19 July 2019, FNArena
registered seven upgrades for individual ASX-listed
entities; again outnumbered by 15 downgrades.

Total numbers for the seven leading stockbrokerages
monitored daily are now Buy 38.79%, Hold 44.46%
and Sell 16.75%. The gap between total Buy ratings
and Neutral/Holds has seldom been this wide, if ever.

In a rare expression of unity, all upgrades moved to
Buy with Aristocrat Leisure, ANZ Bank, Santos and
Sydney Airport among the lucky receivers. Among the
downgrades, we find many stocks that performed well
in the first six months of calendar 2019; Carsales,
Cochlear, CSL, Magellan Financial, Ramsay Health
Care, REA Group and ResMed.

Others that equally received a downgrade last week
include Cimic Group, Data#3, G8 Education and
Galaxy Resources.

Earnings estimates received notable boosts for
Nearmap, Healius, Challenger, Austal and numerous
others. But, again, the reductions elsewhere look a lot
larger, led by Perseus Mining and Galaxy Resources,
followed at significant distance by Michael Hill,
Woodside Petroleum, OZ Minerals, and others.

It’s early days still in the US’ Q2 reporting season,
and macro dynamics will continue dominating overall
investor sentiment, but by week’s end local attention
will increasingly also include profits, margins and

forward guidance delivered by Australian companies.
ResMed unofficially kicks off the August reporting
season on Friday, with Credit Corp and Rio Tinto not
far behind.

Cimic Group’s result release last week proved
disappointing. Outside of iron ore miners, analysts’
expectations are rather low, but this doesn’t mean
it’ll be easier for Australian companies to deliver a
positive surprise.

In the good books

1. AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND BANKING
GROUP (ANZ) was upgraded to Add from Hold by
Morgans B/H/S: 1/4/2

Morgans upgrades to Add from Hold because of
recent share price weakness. The broker believes
stimulus initiatives announced by APRA (Australian
Prudential Regulatory Authority), for an additional
capital add-on of $500m for operational risk, to be
applied until the banks have completed their planned
remediation, will de-risk the earnings outlook for the
sector. Morgans considers the initiatives are positive
for the outlook for system credit growth and asset
quality. The broker expects the major banks to
become more attractive to investors from a yield
perspective as government bond yields fall. The
broker expects an -18 basis points reduction in the
CET1 ratio for ANZ Bank but it is still likely to be
above the unquestionably strong benchmark of
10.5%. Target is steady at $29.
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2. OCEANAGOLD CORPORATION (OGC) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by
Macquarie B/H/S: 3/2/0

Macquarie visited OceanaGold’s NZ operations and
came away expecting a substantial extension to mine
life at Macraes and ongoing exploration at Waihi to
offer production upside. The broker sees NZ as the
key earnings driver in the medium term, and expects
the stock’s discount to the sector to unwind as
projects gain momentum. Upgrade to Outperform.
Target unchanged at $5.00.

3. SYDNEY AIRPORT HOLDINGS LIMITED (SYD)
was upgraded to Add from Hold by Morgans
B/H/S: 3/1/3

Accepting a lower-for-longer scenario for bond yields,
Morgans has upgraded to Add from Hold. Short term
forecasts have been reduced a little, but the analysts
point out the small changes have a compounded
impact further out. Growth in dividends per share is
now projected to decline to 2% only per annum
across FY20-FY23. Lower bonds overshadow all of
that, with the price target jumping $1.10 to $8.71.

In the not-so-good books

1. CIMIC GROUP LIMITED (CIM) was downgraded
to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 1/2/1

First half results missed Credit Suisse estimates,
largely at the revenue line. Cash conversion step
down to 52% versus the levels of 112% witnessed on
an annual basis since 2014. Management attributed
this to a change in the business mix, as large
infrastructure work was completed and there were a
higher proportion of alliance-style contracts with less
opportunity for early cash receipts. Credit Suisse
lowers the target to $35 from $46 and downgrades to
Underperform from Neutral. The broker reduces 2019
net profit forecasts by 8%.

2. COCHLEAR LIMITED (COH) was downgraded to
Sell from Neutral by Citi B/H/S: 0/2/4

Citi expects net profit in FY19 of $275m, at the top
end of guidance. The broker suspects market growth
in North America will be lower than the prior
corresponding period as Cochlear may have been
more focused on protecting market share. Net profit is
expected to be up 14% in FY20. Given the increase
in the share price the broker downgrades to Sell from
Neutral. Target is steady at $198.

3. CSL LIMITED (CSL) was downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by Citi B/H/S: 3/4/0

Citi downgrades to Neutral from Buy on recent share
price appreciation. The target is increased slightly to
$239.60 from $236.60. The main issues during
reporting season are expected to be centred on
immunoglobulin market share gains. The broker
forecasts FY19 net profit of US$1.94bn, slightly
ahead of guidance.

4. G8 EDUCATION LIMITED (GEM) was
downgraded to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 3/2/0

Data suggest occupancy trends are improving in the
sector post Child Care Subsidy implementation, but
Macquarie expects this tailwind to ease. Supply
growth is persisting though moderating. The broker
believes G8 Education is doing the right things
regarding operational improvement, but it will take
time to turn the ship around. It is also unlikely the
company will be given the benefit of the doubt on a
second half skew when it reports first half earnings,
Macquarie suggests. Downgrade to Neutral. Target
falls to $2.80 from $3.45.

5. MAGELLAN FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED (MFG)
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Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by
Macquarie B/H/S: 0/4/3

June quarter funds management performance was
supported by a strong market, albeit not as strong as
March, Macquarie notes, and 1-8% increases in
funds under management across the sector.
Magellan was the only major manager to experience
funds inflows, while Perpetual suffered the biggest
outflows. Magellan continues to deliver a strong
market performance but retail inflows are stabilising
and Macquarie believes the share price has run too
hard. Target rises to $45 from $39. Downgrade to
Underperform.

6. PERSEUS MINING LIMITED (PRU) was
downgraded to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 1/2/0

Perseus’ June Q saw weaker grades at Edikan, with
Sissingue in line. Management has guided to flat
production in FY20, as expected, weighted to the
second half. The recent trend of cost reduction is
expected to continue. Despite weaker production,
deleveraging of the balance sheet continues.
Macquarie nonetheless downgrades to Neutral after a
strong share price run. Target unchanged at 70c.

7. REA GROUP LIMITED (REA) was downgraded
to Reduce from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 3/2/1

The shares are now trading well above Morgans’
valuation and the rating is downgraded to Reduce
from Add. REA Group shares have risen 21% since
the broker last reported on the stock in May. Morgans
suspects there will be near-term disappointment if the
FY20 outlook commentary at the results on August 9
is subdued, or even negative. The broker likes the
longer term story but considers the valuation
stretched. Target is steady at $91.94.

8. SYRAH RESOURCES LIMITED (SYR) was
downgraded to Underperform from Outperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 1/2/1

June Q production and costs at Balama both missed
Macquarie’s forecasts, while sales were in line.
Improving production and product mix remain key to
stabilising Syrah’s balance sheet, the broker
suggests. Macquarie has also pushed back its timing

expectation for the Battery Anode Material project,
which is key to longer term valuation. Downgrade
straight to Underperform from Outperform. Target
falls to 90c from $1.20.

9. WESTERN AREAS NL (WSA) was downgraded
to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 2/4/0

Credit Suisse notes the June quarter production met
FY19 in forecasts. Odysseus is on target with early
works completed. The broker expects FY20 guidance
with the FY19 result. Rating is downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform on valuation and the target is
lowered to $2.45 from $2.50.

Earnings forecast

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Macquarie, Morgan
Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
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My “Hot” Stock
by Maureen Jordan

 
Julia likes the Australian-based travel business,
Helloworld (HLO), which, she says. is is placed to
grow on the back of merger synergies, cost savings
and further acquisitions.

“Sentiment on HLO should continue to improve.
Shares had been under pressure pre-Federal election
on basis that close ties with the  company to the
Liberal Party meant that several big contracts were at
risk,” she says.

“With the Coalition win and confirmation that
government travel management services had been
extended, the risk has subsided, and the share price
should continue to improve.

“Government contacts account for around 12%
earnings,” she adds.

Source: Google

However Julia sees Webjet (WEB), the online travel
agency, as a sell. “Industry data is indicating that it’s
been a tough second half for travel companies in
Australia,” she says.

“The post -election bounce doesn’t seem to have
materialized and consumers remain cautious.

“In UK and Europe, Brexit uncertainty and the hot
European summer could impact on demand,” she
adds.

Source: Google

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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